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Rep Info: Contact Rogers Store at Calgary Airport

Rogers Preferred Program

(after bill credit, plus taxes) for 24 months with 
financing1 and Upfront Edge when you return your 
device within 2 years2 with a Rogers Infinite plan.  
$0 down on approved credit, 0% interest.  
Full device price: $1130.76

Get iPhone 14

/mo$15

from
12$47/mo

Exclusive employee offer

Subject to change without notice. A Setup Service Fee of $60 applies to setup your device and related services. Taxes extra.Rogers Preferred Program. Employee verification is required; Rogers reserves the right to request 
proof of employment from each Individually Paid Employee at any time. A one-time Employee Pricing Fee of $50 may apply for existing customers. Existing customers with in-market Rogers consumer plans with 6 months 
or less tenure on their term plan switching to the plan above are not eligible to receive this discount. This offer cannot be combined with any other consumer promotions and/or discounts unless made eligible by Rogers. 
Plan and device will be displayed separately on your bill. 1. 0% APR on approved credit with a financing agreement (FA) and a Rogers Infinite plan. A down payment may be required based on our evaluation of your credit. 
FA based on full price plus applicable taxes less any Upfront Edge Amount (excluding promo credits, if applicable, which are applied monthly on your bill for as long as your FA is in place); if your FA is terminated your 
outstanding financing balance becomes due. If your wireless plan is cancelled, the outstanding financing balance becomes due along with your Upfront Edge Amount (if applicable). The promo credit (if applicable) will 
end in both cases. 2. Program consists of purchase of eligible phone on Rogers Infinite plans with financing; Upfront Edge amount is applied after taxes to lower monthly financing program payments. You must return 
phone in good working condition (including ability to power up and navigate to the home screen, accept and hold a charge, and have the ability to perform a factory reset; LCD/touchscreen must be functioning and must 
be free from all physical damage both on the front and back glass and free from any liquid/moisture damage and must include all phone components), all accounts and passwords must be removed and/or turned off; and 
phone must not have been reported lost or stolen. Phone must be returned during month 24 (or in months 2-24 while upgrading to a new phone with financing), otherwise Upfront Edge Amount will be charged to your 
account. Cancelling your services during your 2-year Upfront Edge term will result in charging of Upfront Edge Amount, in addition to your outstanding financing balance. For full program details see rogers.com/terms. 
Rogers & Design and related brand names and logos are trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. or an affiliate used under license.© 2023 Rogers Communications.

Phone Number: (825) 883 -3436
Email: dilpreet.biring@wdna.ca

Name: Dilpreet Biring
Email: calgary.yyc@wdna.ca
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